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Dear Reader,
The first quarter of the
new financial year brought
no cheer as the general
economic decline from the
previous quarter continued.
Knowing that tough times
are meant only to test our
mettle and are always
followed by good times,
at Godrej Material Handling
we continued to innovate
to find new ways to serve
customers. You will read in
this issue about how we
have deepened our engagement with the forklift hiring
segment to provide solid
value to end users.
We launched our first lubricating oil products under the
Glo brand. Read why it
almost as important to buy
the right lube oils for your
forklifts as it is to select the
right forklift. We have
expanded our range of
‘green’ electric tow trucks
with new stand-on ride r
models. These have received
very good reviews from
customers and truck operators themselves.

GODREJ DEEPENS ENGAGEMENT
WITH FORKLIFT HIRING INDUSTRY
The practice of hiring forklifts
to cover short term peak
requirements as well as for
long term hire (up to 5 years)
has been steadily increasing
across user industries. Godrej
Material Handling have been
hiring out forklifts since several
years and have an active fleet
of over 300 counterbalance
forklifts and warehosue trucks.
To deepen engagement with
the equipment hiring sector,
Godrej pays special attention
to companies whose main
business is offering various
types of forklifts on hire to
end users.
These companies have special
needs such as simpler, easy
to maintain equipment, easy
financing for the initial investment, strong support with
maintenance training so end
users enjoy maximum uptime
of the hired equipment and
a strong spare parts supply
chain at the widespread and

often far flung locations
where the equipment may
be operating.
Godrej have begun an intensive engagement with hiring
companies in all regions
of the country through road
shows at which equipment is
demonstrated to prospective
buyers & financing options
are discussed.
For end users, working with
hiring companies that have
Godrej lift trucks in their fleet
means they get India’s #1
lift trucks through their local
equipment hiring company.
Backed by Godrej’s training
and parts support, end users
derive maximum value from
their hiring budget.
So when you need to hire
a forklift from your local
hirer, make sure he gives
you a Godrej!

A round-up of trade fairs
we recently participated
in concludes this issue
of Liftech.
Cheers!
Godrej Material Handling

Disclaimer
This content is the intellectual property of Godrej & Boyce Mfg.Co.Ltd, Godrej Material Handling and is copyright protected and legally privileged. Unauthorized copying,
reproduction or distribution of this information would amount to an infringement of law and would invite applicable penalties.
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GODREJ LUBRICATING OILS FOR LIFT TRUCKS
All engine powered forklifts use 3 kinds
of oil – engine lubricating oil, automatic
transmission fluid and hydraulic oil.
Hydraulic oil is indeed used in every
kind of engine driven as well as electric
battery operated lift truck, right down
to the humble hand pallet truck. It is
the chief medium through which power
is transmitted to perform all movements
including steering, lifting & lowering of
the load, mast tilting and movements of
any hydraulic attachment.
As you operate the lift truck, the hydraulic oil gets heated up. This tends to
make the oil run thinner – an undesirable thing because it makes it that much
easier to leak past seals and also reduces
its ability to transmit power. Lower
ability to with stand elevated temperatures over extended periods of time
leads to general deterioration and a
shorter life of the oil. Hydraulic oil must
thus have the essential ability to resist
thinning down and deterioration during
intensive lift truck operations. It must
also be nonreactive with the material of
seals used in the hydraulic system.
The engine and transmission are two
of the most high value components
in the entire forklift and their operation determines the performance of
the entire forklift to a large extent. The
engine’s performance, durability and

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FLUID

useful working life depend heavily on
the quality of its lubricating oil.
Similarly, the transfer of torque and
power through the automatic transmission to the drive wheels is performed
by a very special kind of oil called automatic transmission fluid.
Although we never see these oils as
they go about performing their duties
every moment that the forklift operates,
they are subject to some of the toughest and most demanding working environments in industry. Extreme temperatures,
contamination, continuous use, friction
at high flow rates, etc. etc. are enough
to deteriorate the condition of and wear
down the life of any ordinary oil. Incorrect
oil grades, inferior quality oils, unsuitable
oils, can seriously impede the performance of the forklift and what’s more,
create a significant, adverse impact on
the overall life of your equipment.
Here’s a question: How many people
at what level in your organization were
involved in the purchase of the most
recent forklift? And how many people
at what level in your organization are
truly involved in buying lubricating oils
that keep your forklifts running in
good condition?
Studies show that lubricating oils
make up about 20% of total mainte-

HYDRAULIC OIL

nance expenditure on forklifts. Decisions
about this 20% have a direct impact on
the entire investment in your forklifts.
Think about it.
Responding to queries and requests
from many customers about the right
grades and qualities of oils to be used
in their forklifts, and to address their
concerns about oils available in their
local market, Godrej Material Handling
have launched a range of lubricating
oils under the Glo brand.
Starting with engine oil, automatic
transmission fluid and hydraulic oil,
we will soon expand this range to include
grease and brake oil. Glo oils are
specially formulated to suit the specific
operating conditions of industrial forklifts.
Their properties are designed and tuned
to suit tough, Indian operating conditions.

Glo oils are available in

20 litre pails and
210 litre drums
through all our branches and
dealers. Make sure that your
investment in forklifts is
well cared for with Glo oils.

ENGINE OIL
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GODREJ EXPANDS RANGE OF ELECTRIC TOW TRUCKS
Godrej launched its first 5 and 6 tonne
capacity electric battery powered tow
trucks 3 years ago. These were sit-down
rider models, well suited to transporting
goods over longer distances. Having
served well in several sectors, particularly automobiles and logistics, there
was a need to expand this range while
addressing a different, specific need –
to tow loads over shorter distances and
especially where the driver is required
to get on and off the tow truck more
frequently to perform other activities.

style steering handle for the heavier
tow truck with the accelerator integrated
in the hand grip further enhances operator comfort and ease of operation.

While an operator sensing switch, battery
cover safety interlock and parking
brake provide a high level of safety
in operations, what really distinguishes
the Godrej stand-on tow trucks from
competition is their ergonomics. According to tow truck operators themselves,
the space for the operator, standing
stance and back support provided by
the Godrej models are found to provide
superior comfort to operators compared
to competing models. The two-wheeler

Tow trucks are a vital part of the material
handling chain in many operations like
large factories, plants, warehouses,
airports and ports where goods have to
be transported over significant distances.
Tow trucks offer exceptionally high
productivity and economics compared
to options like transporting goods on
various types of forklift trucks. This
advantage is even more pronounced
when the load to be transported
consists of a relatively large number of

Users have told us that their tow truck
operators are able to move more goods
per hour than before.
The 5 and 6 tonne sit-down rider models
also come with an option of pneumatic
tyres and a higher ground clearance for
outdoor use.

small items. Tow trucks are a very
efficient and cost competitive form
of transporting goods because they
do not carry any goods themselves
but pull the load placed in trolleys.
A trolley train can transport a large
number of items at a time, something
other mobile material handling equipment cannot do.
Do contact your nearest Godrej branch
or dealer and find out how Godrej electric
tow trucks can help your intralogistics
operations move more materials while
saving you time and money.

We recently launched
new models, all of them
with stand-on rider design,
with towing capacities of

2, 5 and 6 tonne.
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KOMATSU’S 12 SERIES ELECTRIC FORKLIFTS ARE OUT IN THE OPEN!
Electric forklift technology has taken
many strides in recent years, leading
to more powerful machines with very
competitive life cycle costs. Result:
They have begun presenting keen
competition to their diesel powered
counterparts. The obvious next step
is to introduce electric forklifts in
outdoor applications, until now the
kingdom of the diesel forklift.
By engineering many key changes
in the mechanical design, hydraulics,
electrical and control system, the
12 series electric forklifts have been
adapted specially for outdoor use.This
makes them even more powerful,economical and user friendly for indoor application. So what have Komatsu done to
adapt these new trucks to the outdoors
Dust and water proof motors and controllers with improved cooling allow the
forklift to operate in a rain shower and

in hot dusty conditions with equal
ease. A toughened plastic sheet on the
overhead guard shelters the operator
from rain. A wider tread, longer wheelbase and pneumatic tyres provide a
smoother ride and the additional stability
that is so important for outdoor work.
The electric steering system of the 11
series is replaced with a full hydraulic
power steering system. It minizes kickbacks of the road surface on the operator's steering wheel and is more
tolerant to outdoor conditions.

new, large screen colour display
monitors more operating parameters
than before, has function keys to allow
the operator to control the performance
of several functions to suit the application and work environment and has
more user-friendly diagnostics. To
know more about the FB25-12 and
FB30-12, do call your nearest Godrej
branch. We will be happy to show you
how these new forklifts can make your
operations cleaner, safer, quieter and
more profitable.

A 72V electrical system, brand new
controllers, re-designed motors and
unique electronic torque control system
reduce energy consumption by up to
20%,giving you that much more run time
per charge. Operator Presence Sensing
(OPS) is a standard feature on the 12
series, ensuring that the forklift can
neither move nor lift/lower the forks if
the operator leaves the seat. A brand

Komatsu have taken
this step and introduced
their 12 series models of
2.5 and 3 tonne electric
forklifts, called FB25-12
and FB30-12.
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PARTICIPATION IN BAUMA CONEXPO INDIA 13, MUMBAI

Despite the challenging situation in
the construction machinery industry,
BAUMA CONEXPO show – Bc India 13
made a good impression during it’s second
edition held from 5th to 8th February 2013.
710 exhibitors from 33 countries took
part in this international fair spread over
150,000 sq.m. for Construction Machinery, Building Material Machinery, Mining
Machines and Construction Vehicles.
Bc India proved a good platform for
Godrej to showcase a range of solutions for the construction and mining
industries. Besides our 10 tonne diesel
forklift we exhibited a 4 tonne Telescopic
Handler from our principals, Merlo of
Italy along with a Hydraulic Scissors
Lift from ITECO and Access Work
Platform from Leader.

GODREJ ONE-STOP-SHOP DISPLAY AT THE CII LOGISTICS SHOW, NEW DELHI
The Confederation of Indian Industry
(CII) organized the ‘Logistics Show
2013’ at Pragati Maidan, New Delhi
from 15th to 17th February 2013.
The event was a platform for players
in the Warehouse & Logistics sector
to network and interact with prospective customers from sectors like
logistics parks, ports, air cargo, shipping, road transport companies, etc.

The S10 sweeper and L2 corded scrubber from Tennant, Powered Pallet Trucks from
Crown Equipment and an Access Work Platform from Leader completed our one-stop
shop display.

Godrej participated with a display of
warehouse trucks including the newly
launched Scissors-lift Pallet Truck and
Manual Drum Handler,besides our
remodeled Electric Stacker, Tow Truck
and Reach Truck. From the counterbalance range we displayed our very
narrow aisle Articulated Forklift and
our advanced Bravo and Neo series
Electric Forklifts. The latest 1.6 tonne
3-wheel Electric Forklift with joystick
control was also on display.
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INDIA WAREHOUSING SHOW SCALES NEWER HEIGHTS

India Warehousing Show 2013, the
country’s largest event for the
logistics industry, was organized in
early May at Pragati Maidan, New
Delhi. Nearly 9,000 sq.m of display
space hosted over 170 exhibitors
from India, Italy, Germany, Japan,
USA, Middle East, Taiwan and China.
With four successful editions under
the belt, the 5th edition established
IWS as a key industry event offering
a global platform in Warehousing,
Transport, Logistics, Supply Chain,
Automation and Packaging. Godrej
participated with a comprehensive
display including counterbalance
forklifts, warehouse trucks and
cleaning equipment. Our new range
of Glo lubricating oils for lift trucks
was launched at this show.

LOGMAT – SOUTHERN INDIA’S FIRST LOGISTICS AND MATERIAL HANDLING EXPO
‘Logmat’ was held at Chennai Trade
Centre, Chennai from 7th to 9th June
2013. The event was a platform for
players in the warehousing and logistics sector, supply chain management,
material handling and packaging to
network and interact with prospective
customers from sectors like logistics
parks, ports, air cargo, shipping, road
transport companies, etc.
Three businesses of Godrej – Material
Handling, Storage Solutions and Efacec
participated in this event. On display
from Godrej Material Handling were
Reach Trucks and our very narrow aisle
Articulated Forklift, besides the new,
advanced ‘Neo’ series Electric Forklifts.
The newly launched range of Glo
lubricating oils were also on display.

We hope that this issue was of value to you.
If you have any queries or questions about

In case of any queries, feel to contact: Arnab Ghosh | Manager - Marketing

our products, feel free to get in touch with

Godrej Material Handling,

Ph: +9122 6796 4660

us. You can send us your query on the email

Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd.,

Fax: +91 22 6796 1519

address below to ask for information or visit

Plant 16, Pirojshanagar,

Email: mhemktg@godrej.com

our website.

Vikhroli, Mumbai - 400 079

www.godrejmhe.in
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